Abstract. In this paper, we introduce a constructive approach to define Markov Alternative Renewal Reward processes(MARP).The construction is based on Poisson process, which is simple and intuitive. The construction makes it easy to interpret the parameters of Markov Renewal reward processes. Also it makes to establish basic equations such as Kolmogorov differential equations, mathematically rigorously for Markov Alternative Reward process(MARP). In addition, the approach can be used to construct alternative Markov chains with a finite number of states.
Introduction
Markov Alternative Renewal Reward process (MARP) is a popular tool for modeling arrival processes of stochastic systems such as queuing systems, reliability systems, telecommunication networks, VLSI Design, inventory and supply chain systems and risk and insurance systems. Alternative renewal reward processes(MARP) comes from
(i) Its versatility in modeling stochastic processes; (ii) Its Markovian property that leads to Markovian structures; and (iii)The Maneuverability in the resulting Markov chains.

Preliminaries
In this section, We define exponential distributions and Poisson processes. Properties used in later sections are collected. All the properties can be proved by routine calculations. We refer to [10] for proofs of the properties.
Definition:
A Non negative random variable 'x' has an exponential distribution if its probability distribution function is given by ( ) { } 1 exp{ }, 0 F t p X t t t λ = ≤ = − − ≥ -------------(2.1)
Where λ is a positive real number. We call 'X' an exponential distribution with parameter λ . Properties of exponential distributions used in this paper are collected.
(i) Assume that X has on exponential distribution with parameter λ then , and λ λ λ . We have for small t, 
N t t ≥ is a counting process. 
Construction of Markov Alternative Renewal Reward process (MARP)
In this section, We construct alternative Markov Renewal Reward Processes on Poisson processes defined in section 2. 
Using property (ii),(iii) and (iv), we obtain 
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Where the second quality follows by the independent increment property of the Poisson process.
Inspection paradox
Suppose that the distribution of the time between renewals F is unknown. one way to estimate it is to choose some sampling times t 1 ,t 2 etc and for each t i , record the total amount of time between the renewals just before and after t i . This scheme will over estimate the inter renewal times. For each sampling time t, we will record X N(t)+1 =S N(t)+1 -S N(t) . Find its distribution by conducting(conditioning) on the time of the last renewal prior to time t.
when X is an ordinary inter-renewal time
Construction of Markov alternative Renewal process (MARP) AND Batch Markov alternative Renewal process (BMARP)
In this section, We define some special events, called alternatives, associated with phases and we keep track of the number of arrivals. 
is an alternating renewal process. The alternating intervals are exponentially distributed respectively generalized Erlang-2 distributed. We find
the Laplace transform of the distribution of an arbitrary inter arrival time is 
Conclusion
We could formulate a Markov renewal process with the ephemeral states too, but this will not be relevant in general. On could question why MARP formalism is introduced since the Markov renewal formulation is already well established and is slightly more general than the MARP. The advantage of the MARP formalism is that it preserves of the Markov property of the process not only at arrivals but more generally in time. The inter arrival-time of MARP can be extended to minimum delay VLSI Circuit partitioning problems. The formulae state of in this note in MARP formulism are generally less transparent and less explicit it expressed in terms of the Markov renewal process.
